Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
iota

n. [a very small quantity] grain; jot; particle; scintilla; shred;
tittle; whit
Related Words:
mote: n. a speck of dust or other tiny particle; speck

irascible ®

adj. [easily angered; quick-tempered] irritable; peevish; cranky;
choleric; testy; touchy

affable; placid

Analogy: irascible : placate :: insensate : conscious
irate

adj. [feeling or showing extreme anger] enraged; furious;
incensed; ireful; wrathful
Analogy: gush : effusive :: rage : irate

iridescent

adj. [shining with all the colors of the rainbow] opalescent;
lustrous; polychromatic

irksome

adj. [so lacking in interest or annoying so as to cause mental
weariness] tiresome; tedious; wearisome; deadening

irony

1.
2.

irresolute ®

n. [humorous speech or writing which is intended to convey
a meaning that is direct opposite of its literal sense]
sarcasm, satire, wit
n. [contrast between what is expected or desired and
reality] incongruity; paradox

adj. [uncertain how to act or proceed] indecisive; vacillating;
faltering; hesitant; wobbly
Analogy: irresolute : decision :: circuitous : directness

itinerary ®

n. [a detailed outline for a proposed journey]
Related Words:
agenda : a detailed outline of things to be done (as at a
meeting)

jargon

1.
2.
3.

n. [characteristic language of a particular group] argot;
cant; lingo; patois; slang; vernacular
n. [specialized technical terminology of a particular subject]
n. [incoherent, trite or pretentious speech] gibberish;
bombast

Analogy: jargon : profession :: vernacular : place
jaunt

n. [a short journey taken for pleasure] excursion; junket; outing;
sashay

jocund

adj. [cheerful; full of merriment] jolly; jovial; gay; merry;
mirthful; hilarious

jostle

v. [to make one’s way by bumping, pushing or shoving, as in a
crowd] shove; nudge

kernel

1.
2.

knead

n. [the central or most important part of something] core;
essence; pith; marrow; gist; heart
n. [a single whole grain or seed, as of a cereal]

v. [to mix and work into a pliable mass by pressing and
squeezing, usually with the hands, as of dough, clay, etc.]
squeeze, shape, ply, manipulate, massage
Analogy: knead : malleable :: penetrate : permeable

adamant; determined

